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Abstract 

Being handed the role of responsible engineer for qualification of an already completed design provides a 
unique challenge. Budget and schedule will not permit a complete review of every design detail or re-
performing every analysis, so it is up to the knowledge and experience of the responsible engineer to 
anticipate which environments or design features pose the highest risk to a successful qualification. This 
paper presents two test failures that occurred during the Common Solar Array Drive Assembly (CSADA) 
qualification. Several potential issues were successfully averted, but this paper is focused on the design of 
the CSADA shock test apparatus and loss of step stability during hot thermal vacuum (TVAC) testing as 
both of these issues provide useful lessons learned or reinforce good design practice. Both issues were 
navigated successfully, resulting in a fully qualified design with several flight units successfully built and 
tested to date. 

Introduction 

Recently, Lockheed Martin developed a modernized version of the A2100 Bus with increased payload 
capacity, requiring higher power output from the solar arrays. This required a higher capacity Solar Array 
Drive Assembly. The new SADA, called the “Common” SADA or CSADA, had undergone a CDR in 2010 
and was deemed ready for qualification testing.  

Figure 1. CSADA Assembly
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CSADA Design Overview 
The CSADA consists of two main sub-assemblies: the drive module and the slip ring assembly, as shown 
in Figure 1. The slip ring assembly has 118 circuits. Each circuit consists of a slip ring with redundant 
brushes. There are 96 power circuits (5.25-A capacity) and 22 signal circuits (1-A or 2-A capacity). The slip 
ring assembly is self-contained with its own bearings. The drive module consists of a 1.8-degree, 4-phase 
stepper motor, a 200:1 pancake-style harmonic drive, a potentiometer, and bearings. The drive module and 
slip ring housing are bolted together. An Oldham coupling mechanically links the two shafts.  

At the time the author took responsibility for the CSADA qualification effort, manufacturability issues had 
been found in the drive module and a review of the design tolerances was performed. It was found that 
some critical CDR analyses had been inadequate, and a significant number of tolerance issues were found 
via a detailed critical clearance analysis. Additional review of the design led to the discovery of a potential 
failure of the potentiometer during vibration testing that was averted via design change. Concerns were 
raised about the inconsistent detent performance of the stepper motor design, but the budget and schedule 
were a big concern for the program, so the decision was made to proceed with risk in hopes of preserving 
schedule and cost rather than incur further delays by re-designing the motor. Mechanism engineering 
recommended deferring shock testing to the vehicle level to avoid the potential over-conservatism of 
traditional shock testing. Because shock was considered a risk, the program opted to perform shock testing 
during CSADA qualification, so that risk mitigation would occur sooner, but with a higher risk level, instead 
of mitigating the risk later at a lower risk level. 

Shock Test Failure 

Initially, shock testing was to be performed by an outside test house, however they were not able to tune 
their Mechanical Impulse Pyrotechnic Simulator (MIPS) table to an acceptable input shock level. Their MIPS 
table resulted in significant over-test over most of the frequency range. The large MIPs table in Lockheed 
Martin’s Sunnyvale test facility was able to reduce the level of over-test, but not completely. Great effort 
was taken to eliminate the out-of-tolerance shock input, but it could not be completely eliminated. The 
Lockheed Martin Dynamics group was consulted and determined that risk was low moving forward since 
the out of tolerance (high) shock input was in the lower frequency range, which was believed to pose a 
lesser risk than a high input at higher frequencies. This was based on a review of the predicted modes for 
the slip ring, which did not predict significant brush motion at lower frequencies. 

During the initial shock test, a short was found between adjacent slip ring circuits that was isolated to the 
unit itself, as illustrated in Figure 2. Removal of the slip ring inspection covers revealed that the short was 
caused by a brush having jumped over the raised barrier between the slip rings, making electrical contact 
with the adjacent ring. 

In order to understand the failure mechanism, an old development unit was subjected to shock pulses with 
its cover removed, and high-speed video was taken. The high-speed video revealed that the pumping mode 
of the shaft was causing the “bouncing” motion of the brushes between the plastic barriers to resonate, and 
the impact of the brushes with the barriers was causing out of plane (lifting) motion on the brushes. The 
effective resonant frequency of the brushes was lower than predicted because the shaft displacement was 
large enough to impact the brushes. This created a non-linear resonance at a much lower frequency than 
the simple cantilevered brush motion expected for a linear analysis. The pumping mode of the shaft was 
lower in frequency (~200 Hz) and had a large displacement amplitude, which would not be excited to such 
an amplitude with a flight-like shock pulse consisting of a short duration and small displacement. It was also 
recognized that the “frequency” of the brushes bouncing between the barriers is a non-linear behavior, such 
that a reduced pumping amplitude of the shaft would increase the frequency of the brush motion. A higher 
frequency for the brush motions would reduce their shock susceptibility at the lower frequency range, 
assuming the contact with the barriers was reduced or eliminated. 
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Figure 2. Jumped Slip Ring Brush

Based on the high-speed video results, the shock pulse duration was measured via the accelerometer time 
history data. The measured shock pulse duration was 15 ms, which is 3X longer than the worst-case on-
orbit pulse duration of 5 ms. This is a limitation of MIPS table shock testing – typically, to meet the high 
frequency shock level, excessive energy has to be applied in the low frequencies, resulting in over-test in 
the lower frequency range, and a longer than desired shock pulse duration with larger displacements. 
Based on these observations, a more flight-like shock test setup was needed. 

Revised Shock Test Setup 

After the shock failure investigation demonstrated the sensitivity to over-testing the unit in the low frequency 
range, especially near 200 Hz, Moog was contacted to perform a mechanical impact shock test tailored to 
mitigate the low frequency over-test. Typically, shock level overages at lower frequencies are not a concern, 
but this was a critical parameter for the CSADA. Moog had developed shock test fixtures and techniques 
to provide this kind of pulse shaping capability previously and were able to adjust and tune an existing 
shock fixture to provide an acceptable shock dose to the test article using the Lockheed Martin-provided 
vibration test fixture. 

The shock test method still relied on a mechanical impact to create the shock event, but several techniques 
were used to shape the frequency content of the shock environment to minimize the low-frequency energy 
while still achieving the required minimum levels across the full spectrum. The shock is created using a 
pneumatic gun and a shock test fixture. The pneumatic gun uses compressed air to propel a metal projectile 
that impacts the shock test fixture. The projectile and shock test fixture are specially designed and tuned to 
recreate a specific Shock Response Spectrum (SRS) upon impact. Once tuning of the fixture is complete, 
shock levels are controlled by the pressure in the air tank when the gun is fired; this results in highly 
repeatable shock levels from one shock event to the next. A simplified schematic representation of such a 
shock test is shown in Figure 3 and an example of a shock test setup with actual hardware in the Moog lab 
is shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 3. Schematic Representation of Shock Test 

Moog used a metal-to-metal impact for imparting energy into the shock fixture. The key characteristics of 
the impact event are controlled by a combination of several variables. The size and shape of the metal 
bullet (See Figure 5), the design of the steel strike plate on the shock fixture, and the sacrificial target 
material placed between them during the impact are all used to shape the duration and frequency content 
of the impact. Moog has developed a set of bullets based around the four-inch (10-cm) diameter bore of 
their custom pneumatic gun that spans the range of input excitation typically required for pyroshock 
simulation. Similarly, a set of steel strike plates have been developed to be used in conjunction with these 
bullets. The combination of bullet and strike plate selection are the primary means used to adjust the 
excitation pulse width imparted to the shock fixture. This initial pulse then propagates through the shock 
fixture, exciting modes of that structure that further shape the resulting shock environment.

Figure 4. Example Shock Test Setup 
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The size of the test article required a shock fixture large enough that it would have numerous modes below 
the 10-kHz upper frequency bound for the test. The short impact duration by nature also excites these 
modes, resulting in amplification of the input shock at high frequencies. To address the adverse effects of 
numerous lightly damped resonances in the frequency band of interest, Moog designed viscoelastic 
damping into the shock fixture to control the amplification of these modes and to aid in tuning and controlling 
the shock spectrum. The addition of the viscoelastic damping in the design of the shock fixture helped 
mitigate high frequency over-tests due to fixture resonances. This fixture used is shown in Figure 7and has 
a 0.6 x 0.6 meter (24 x 24 in) surface for integration to test articles with a grid pattern of fastener holes. 

Figure 5. Various Shock Bullets 

The final technique used for shaping the spectrum for this test was the use of a second fixture to absorb a 
significant portion of the momentum transmitted to the main shock fixture during the impact. Transferring 
this momentum from the primary shock fixture to the secondary fixture limits the net displacement of the 
primary shock fixture and consequently the low frequency shock levels that are otherwise an inherent part 
of many mechanical impact shock tests. This technique was developed at Moog starting in 2010 and was 
fine tuned over several years to develop a shock test process to provide controlled and repeatable tuning 
options with standard fixtures. The availability of standard shock fixtures enabled the CSADA re-test to be 
performed with a lesser schedule impact despite the unique demands on SRS shaping. The shock test 
setup used for the CSADA is shown in Figure 7. 

Shock Test Results 

At the start of the CSADA shock effort, the entire shock setup, including a mass simulator for the CSADA 
mounted to the Lockheed Martin-provided vibration fixture, was used to tune the shock environment to best 
match the required shock dose while limiting the low frequency portion of the SRS to a significantly lower 
dose than generated in the previous shock test. After suitable tuning results were achieved, an Engineering 
Development Unit (EDU) was installed into the test setup and two shocks were applied to it while high-
speed video captured the resulting motion at the slip ring assembly. The review of this high-speed video 
data was used to verify that the shock environment no longer resulted in sufficient excitation of the slip ring, 
as evidenced by significantly reduced brush motion. After verifying the suitability of the shock environment 
with the EDU, the qualification unit was installed and tested. 

The CSADA was subjected to three shock events in each of the axes tested (Y and Z). See Figure 6 for 
axis definition. The control accelerometer time histories for one of the 3 shocks in the Z axis is shown in 
Figure 8. From these time histories, the highly repeatable nature of the shock event can be seen. The pulse 
duration of approximately 5 milliseconds matches well with the type of duration expected in a flight shock 
event. 
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Figure 6. CSADA Axis Definition

Figure 7. CSADA Shock Setup

Figure 8. Example CSADA Z Direction Shock Time History
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The shock response obtained from the original (failed) shock test is shown in Figure 9. Note the large 
degree of over-test in the low-to-mid frequency range. The control accelerometer shock response spectra 
for the Z direction shocks using the improved test setup are overlaid in Figure 10. The highly repeatable 
nature of the shock test method is even more apparent here where the shock dose as a function of 
frequency is shown to be nearly identical across all three shocks over the entire frequency band from 
100 Hz to 10,000 Hz. The highly repeatable nature of the shock events allowed this test to be run very close 
to the nominal input level to further limit the shock dose to the CSADA without significant risk of an out of 
tolerance shock event. The Figure 10 SRS overlay also demonstrates the ability of this shock setup to 
achieve very low shock levels at low frequencies near 200 Hz where the slip ring assembly showed 
susceptibility to severe over test. 

For the Y axis test, similar repeatability from one shock to the next, short pulse duration, and low shock 
levels at low frequencies were also achieved. The final shock testing of the CSADA resulted in a successful 
qualification of the unit and avoided a repeat of the slip ring assembly failure observed from the initial 
method of shock testing.  

Figure 9. Original (Failed) Shock Test Data versus Input Level, MPE, P95/50, and Vibe Data
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Figure 10. CSADA Z Direction SRS Overlay 

Shock Test Guidelines 

At the outset of any shock test effort, it is important to work through the physical implications of the shock 
test specification and what it means in terms of the type of event to be simulated. The shape of the shock 
spectrum, distribution of energy as a function of frequency, and the total pulse duration can provide vital 
information about the type of environment to be simulated. Significant low frequency energy and long 
duration pulse widths often correspond to events where thrust is being applied, such as the ignition shock 
pulse of a missile. Simulating these environments is a significantly different effort than a high frequency 
dominated pyrotechnic event like a spacecraft separation event. Where a significant change in velocity of 
the device is to be simulated, similar velocity change should be introduced in the test. Drop tests, etc. often 
work very well in these scenarios. Where little or no velocity is to result from the shock event, efforts should 
be taken to create a shock environment that minimizes the velocity change and net displacement in the 
test. Keeping in mind the type of real world event being simulated helps guide the test engineer through the 
process of setting up a good method of replicating the shock. The entire series of events to result in the 
simulation of the shock should then be reviewed to verify suitable capability and address challenges. The 
required force levels to achieve the shock must be within the excitation system’s range. In the case of 
Moog’s lab this equates to pressures at which the pneumatic gun can be fired with high repeatability. 

The desired shape of the excitation pulse into the test fixture should be reviewed and initial assessments 
made about how to best approximate it. For Moog, this involves looking through the available combinations 
of bullets, strike plates, and sacrificial target materials. If an excitation shape is required that is significantly 
different from those available, the customer is engaged about needs for custom designs to be created prior 
to proceeding through test. 
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The effects of fixture modes should be assessed for how they can be used to help shape the shock 
environment and their effects mitigated when not beneficial to achieving the desired SRS. For certain 
environments, it is highly beneficial to introduce fixture modes at certain frequencies. Similarly having 
methods to introduce damping into fixture modes is often beneficial in controlling the amplification of the 
modes and keeping the SRS within specification at high frequencies. Moog often uses finite element 
analysis to estimate the effects of fixture modes and introduces modal damping through methods like 
viscoelastic constrained layer damping and particle damping. 

Loss of Motor Stability during TVAC 

During cycle 20 of 27 TVAC cycles, the CSADA motor stalled at the end of a hot dwell. The stall occurred 
when the motor was driven at its “normal” rate (1 rev per day on the output) at its maximum voltage (74 V). 
Troubleshooting determined that loss of step stability had caused the motor to stall. This was verified by 
driving the motor at 74 V and once stalled, changing the motor drive voltage to 25 V, which resulted in 
immediate rotation without any loss of steps. It was also shown that the CSADA would step stably with drive 
voltages up to 71 V, and it would quickly lose step stability when driven at 72 V or higher. 

Loss of Step Stability: 
The CSADA is driven by Lockheed Martin’s common 70-V stepper motor driver. This motor driver provides 
voltage excitation for approximately 60 ms each time a motor step is needed. At the normal rate, each 
60-ms pulse occurs approximately every 2 seconds. The motor driver includes a diode network across each
phase that allows motor current to flow if the Back-ElectroMotive Force (BEMF) voltage is below
approximately -8 volts. This provides some additional damping to help the motor damp out after the short
excitation pulse.

Figure 11. Telemetry Data Showing Loss of Step Stability 

Stepper motor stability and dynamic stability analysis are well covered by references 1 & 2. It was 
determined that the primary contributors for the CSADA loss of step stability (an example of which is shown 
in Figure 11) were the extremely low and variable detent cogging torque and the relatively low motor BEMF 
constant. This issue was somewhat masked at ambient and cold by the high detent hysteresis torque 
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provided by the motor, which, combined with internal friction, provided sufficient damping for stable 
operation. After the unit was run-in during the initial TVAC cycles, the slight decrease in bearing and 
harmonic drive friction from run-in and the reduction in bearing and harmonic drive viscous drag at hot, 
combined with the slight reduction in motor detent hysteresis torque at hot, removed enough damping from 
the motor for it to become unstable when driven with an excitation voltage above 72 V.  

Stability Model Issues 

Clearly, based on the TVAC failure, the original step stability analysis was not sufficient. For the CSADA, a 
“heritage” stability model had been utilized, which up to this point had demonstrated a good track record. It 
is important to note that the heritage stability model was designed for 4-phase unipolar stepper motors 
driven at 70 V by the same motor driver. For conservatism, all combinations of the key parameters were 
analyzed at all combinations of minimum and maximum (see reference 1 for stability model methodology 
and background). The minimum bearing friction and damping values analyzed were zero, so a loss of 
stability was not expected. The model included the dynamic properties of the harmonic drive, output shaft, 
and solar array, being modeled as a multiple mass-spring torsional system. After the failure occurred, 
digging into the model revealed a serious flaw – the diode circuit in the motor driver was not modeled 
correctly. The diode circuit only allows current to flow when the BEMF voltage generated by any motor 
phase is less than -8 volts (as depicted in Figure 12). The model, as designed, allowed current to flow if the 
BEMF voltage generated by the motor was above +8V or below -8V, so the damping provided by the diode 
circuit in the stability model was double what would actually be provided.  

Figure 12. Zener Diode I-V Curve Used to Aid in Stability Model Construction
Note: CSADA drive electronics include blocking diodes that prevent current from flowing in the 

forward bias direction.

Once the stability model was corrected, it was validated by inputting the measured or estimated values for 
the qual unit that went unstable during TVAC, and comparing the predicted results to the TVAC failure 
(Figure 14). The corrected model was able to reproduce the failure, and even showed the same step pattern 
as the failure. Furthermore, the threshold voltage for stability with the corrected model was 70 volts, which 
is very close to the actual threshold voltage. Predicted BEMF plots were also compared to actual measured 
BEMF profiles (Figure 13), and the BEMF profiles matched well.  
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Figure 13. Stepper Motor Voltage Plot Showing Clipped BEMF Voltage at -8 Volts

Figure 14. Corrected Stability Model, Showing the Same Behavior as Original TVAC Failure

Once the stability model was corrected, it was clear that the original motor design could not be salvaged. 
With the stability model corrected, it also became apparent that the motor suppliers request to reduce the 
required resistance, allowing more current to flow through each phase, would not address the stability 
problem since this approach would further reduce the motor BEMF constant. In contrast, the motor needed 
to have a higher BEMF constant in order to extract more damping from the motor drive electronics diodes, 
and a correspondingly higher motor resistance could be tolerated. At this point, the motor supplier’s parallel 
development effort to improve detent consistency was not showing signs of positive progress, and the 
magnet wire size was already at the lower threshold allowed by internal Lockheed Martin design standards. 
Therefore, the effort with this motor supplier was terminated in favor of a new motor design that would 
provide a much higher BEMF constant, and was expected to provide more consistent detent properties. 
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New Motor Design 

Based on the results from the corrected stability model, a new set of motor requirements was devised. 
Instead of increasing the maximum allowed current at the expense of the BEMF constant, a higher BEMF 
constant was specified, and higher resistance/lower current was allowed. This resulted in slightly higher 
powered torque with the advantage of higher BEMF voltage at lower rotor velocities, maximizing the 
damping provided by the drive electronics. This change was shown via the stability model to drastically 
improve motor stability. In addition to the increased BEMF constant, the detent cogging torque requirement 
was slightly increased with the allowable range significantly narrowed, and the hysteresis torque 
requirement was decreased substantially. These changes showed significant stability margin in the 
simulation, i.e. the motor performance characteristics had to be lowered substantially to cause a loss of 
stability, and predicted torque margin was very high. In order to meet these requirements, a completely 
different motor stator design was devised, with a different tooth count and winding layout. This configuration 
had fewer teeth and allowed larger coils so that the required BEMF constant could be met without 
excessively fine magnet wire. With the new design completed, a different motor supplier was selected to 
build the frameless rotor and stator. Prototype testing of the new motor design showed better than expected 
performance, further improving predicted stability margin. 

Stability Verification 

Since the stability model did not catch the loss of stability observed with the original motor, a stability 
demonstration program was desired to ensure that the new motor design was not at the “ragged edge” from 
a stability standpoint. Since it was observed that the stability of the original motor was very sensitive to 
pulse-width variation, a “pulse-width margin” test was conceived. In this test, the motor pulse-width was 
varied to find the minimum and/or maximum pulse-width that results in stable stepping. This threshold 
pulse-width can then be compared to the flight pulse-width range to compare stability margin. 

To close on the motor failure investigation, the CSADA, with the original motor was first subjected to the 
pulse-width margin test. A thermal chamber was used to test the CSADA in the same thermal conditions 
as the original TVAC failure. The loss of stability did repeat, and stability margin was measured at ambient 
and cold. Next, the prototype of the new motor design was installed in the CSADA qual unit and the stability 
test was repeated again. This resulted in stability at hot (Figure 15), ambient, and cold, at the maximum 
and minimum input voltage. Stability margin was significantly higher than with the original motor. The new 
motor prototype was then left in the CSADA qual unit for the duration of the life test, and stability margin 
was measured during the periodic and final functional tests performed as part of the life test. Stability margin 
remained high over the entirety of the life test. 

Figure 15. Trending of Stability Threshold Pulse-Width Over Life Test at Hot
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In parallel, a qualification unit motor was built and subjected to motor-level qualification testing. The 
qualification motor passed all qualification tests and performed as expected. Finally, to fully close out the 
CSADA qualification program, the first production CSADA with the new motor design was subjected to 
proto-qualification. The proto-qualification CSADA met all test requirements, and the remaining three flight 
CSADAs built to date successfully completed unit acceptance testing. 

Conclusions & Recommendations 

Conclusion 
The issues encountered during CSADA qualification testing are good examples of the challenge of taking 
on responsibility for a qualification program just before the start of qualification testing. Unfortunately, taking 
on such tasks is unavoidable, and there is often not sufficient budget or schedule to fully scrub every detail 
of the design, analyses, test plan, and derivation of test requirements. In the case of the CSADA, the most 
serious design issues identified were addressed before start of qualification, but a decision was made to 
proceed with some level or risk, a decision that was made based on a flawed stability model. The available 
in-house test equipment (MIPS table) has limited tuning capability, so although great effort was taken to 
minimize the level of over-test, this was not sufficient to eliminate the risk of a shock test failure. Therefore, 
an obvious recommendation is to ensure the qualification shock test method for slip ring is validated using 
engineering hardware early in the development, and utilize a shock input method that more closely matches 
the flight shock environment, as detailed in this paper.  

In the case of the stepper motor issue, the poor detent characteristics were flagged as a risk to the program. 
With the heritage stability model showing stable operation, the decision was made with the program to 
press forward, and the motor ended up losing stability during TVAC testing. It is common in this industry to 
have an expert analyst performing analysis in support of design engineering, but ultimately, the responsible 
engineer, being most familiar with the configuration of the hardware, should go through analysis models in 
detail before the analysis is closed. In this case, the responsible engineer audited the stability model after 
the motor lost stability, and the model was found to be inadequate. The model issue could have been found 
much sooner in the flow by validating the model against BEMF voltage plots taken during baseline functional 
testing. Comparing predicted to actual BEMF plots would have unearthed the modelling issue sooner.  

Recommendations 
The issues discussed in this paper may be lessons learned to some, and to others they may simply reinforce 
good system and test design practice. The following recommendations are made based on the issues 
encountered during CSADA qualification. 

• When performing shock tests on slip rings, care should be taken to avoid an excessive shock pulse
duration, excessive displacement, and over-exposure in the lower frequency range.

• If shock testing cannot be deferred to the vehicle level, use an EDU or prototype to validate the
shock test, paying particular attention to shock pulse duration and displacement.

• Design and implement a good shock test setup:
o Ensure the method used provides a flight-like shock pulse duration and can be shaped to

closely match the flight shock environment. Different shock scenarios will require different test
setups.

o Review the entire series of events to result in the simulation of the shock to verify suitable
capability and address challenges.

o The required force levels to achieve the shock must be within the excitation system’s range.
o Review desired shape of the excitation pulse into the test fixture and make initial assessments

about how to best approximate it.
o Assess the effects of fixture modes for how they can be used to help shape the shock

environment and their effects mitigated when not beneficial to achieving the desired SRS. For
certain environments, it is highly beneficial to introduce fixture modes at certain frequencies.
Similarly, having methods to introduce damping into fixture modes is often beneficial in
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controlling the amplification of the modes and keeping the SRS within specification at high 
frequencies. Fixture modes can be estimated using finite element analysis 

• Ensure that dynamic models used for motor verification have high accuracy in the electrical portion
of the model – do not rely on past models or electronics engineering to provide a good model. Go
through every detail and understand every component modeled, and perform checks against
prototype data, such as BEMF plots to verify realistic behavior of model.

• Voltage versus current plots for most electrical components can be easily found on the internet –
Simulation of the electrical component should match the expected voltage versus current behavior
before adding it into the stability model.

• Make sure a high enough number of steps is modeled, since the torsion windup of the harmonic
drive or other factors can allow a motor to step stably for 25 or even 50 steps before losing stability.
This is more of an issue when the motor does not have enough torque margin.

• Validate and calibrate the stability model early in the hardware development effort.
• Even if the model used has a good track record, and only the values for the various parameters

are being updated, model calibration should be performed once prototype data is available.
• Motor-level prototype test data can allow for earlier validation of the electronic portion of the model,

provided the motor is driven by flight-like drive electronics. If this data is available, the stability
model can be chopped down to just the drive electronics and motor rotor, and compared to the
motor-level test data.

• Driving the motor with flight-like drive electronics should be performed as early in the development
process as possible. All motor level testing should include flight-like drive electronics.

• Motor hysteresis will decrease as temperature increases due to recoverable decrease in magnet
strength. Motor designs should not rely on motor hysteresis (or friction!) to maintain stability at hot.

• Loss of motor hysteresis at hot can be estimated based on data from the magnet supplier. Since
detent is usually measured at ambient only, use this data to “knock down” the minimum hysteresis
torque value input to the stability model.

• Checking the motor operating point on the magnet B-H curve is recommended as operation at hot
can lead to permanent demagnetization if the minimum permeance coefficient is too low.
Demagnetization during operation at hot can also reduce detent torque and cause a loss of step
stability.

• Poor detent characteristics are a red flag for a poorly designed motor. In the world of motor design,
there are usually many options for stator tooth count in a given step size and phase count, even
though the rotor pole count cannot be adjusted.

• Design the motor to take advantage of the drive electronics architecture – The drive electronics for
the CSADA, although unusual and seemingly not conducive to stability, provide a significant
amount of extra damping when needed if the motor design is properly optimized.
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